Noisily Festival Volunteer Role Descriptions 2019
Production and Site office
Ideally, you would have an interest in, or experience in event production and site management. You could
be an excellent communicator, confident to use the radios to communicate to various members of the
team. If you are good at solving problems, like helping to make others jobs easier and generally making
things run more smoothly, you would be a great addition to our team and make an excellent office
volunteer.
It would be great if you knew the difference between a podger and putlock and knew your way around a
tool box or were really up for learning which each of them was.
It would really help you in your role if you were competent using a computer or were confident about
learning to use new programs such as excel and word. We would love it if you have a laptop you can
bring but we do not require you to, just let us know either way.
Art & Site Decor
Hard working creative grafters with a keen eye for detail and artistic flair to boot. Good communication
and teamwork skills essential, with hands on experience using tools and / or art and decor equipment.
Gates Team
Organised and confident humans with good concentration skills and experience with repetitive
systemisation. You will be working with our wonderful team checking people into the festival, and
communicating with production via our radio systems.
Tech Production / Stage Management
We’re looking for stagehands, technical support and stage management support personnel. Applicants
should have a reasonable knowledge of audio and lighting installation, XLR, DMX and power cabling, and
in the case of stage management, experience in supporting change overs of artists between acts. We are
an Electronic music festival, however we do have more complicated live electronic set ups at times, so it
will be more complicated than simply changing over a mixer.
Litter Pickers and Eco Team
This year we are also looking for people help the litter picking team with recycling. You will work with a
team of people, making sure the recycling stations are correctly set up, sorting through any waste that
needs separating and putting it in the right places. This year we are really committed to recycling
everything that comes onto site. You will be provided with everything you need to do this. Ideally you will
have a basic understanding of recycling and be committed to helping us achieve our aims. It would be
great if you were upbeat and okay about getting your hands dirty.
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